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Mr. Paul
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Paul
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al textures.
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of the legend
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in
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in print,as my own research
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in the Feb.1, 1937 issue
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size,
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at Bemidji,
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to provea pointhas
Exaggeration
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meaning.
takeson particular
concept
when
it
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local
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frozein the air,thawingout the next
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Fourthof Julywith a greatdin. It was
Smalltownsliketo thinkof themselves
there
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and
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Dakotaof timberin onewinter."Today,
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of
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in
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Earth
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superhero
that
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heritage;
the World'sLargestLefsein
Starbuckcommemorates
the delicious
potatoflatbread,
omnipresent
on every
upstanding
Norwegian
dinnertable;
and Madison
boasts
itselfthe "Lutefisk
Capital"of the USAin reference
to its
population
Scandinavian
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"aromatic"
codspecialty.
In ThiefRiverFalls,homage
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to ChiefMon Si Moh,the lastlndian
owner of cjty land. The loon,
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